
POWER THE NEXT WAVE OF
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
Simplify and automate management tasks and establish a solid foundation for an open, 
hybrid cloud platform enabled by composability using the unmatched server automation, 
server security, server optimization and built-in intelligence of HPE Proliant servers. 

Transform IT with insights that optimize 
workload performance, placement and 
efficiency and deliver better outcomes 
faster by using the foundation 
intelligence of HPE Proliant. 

The intelligence built into HPE compute 
simplifies and automates management 
tasks, establishing a solid foundation 
for an open, hybrid cloud platform.

Achieve simple, efficient business value. 
Our user-inspired innovations provide 
easy remote access and improve energy 
efficiencies to lower your TCO. 

Experience an enhanced, holistic, 
360-degree view to security that begins 
in the manufacturing supply chain and 
concludes with a safeguarded, end-of-life 
decommissioning using the world’s most 
secure industry standard server. 

Take advantage of an expansive portfolio 
of versatile resilient, software-defined 
rack servers suited to diverse workloads 
and controlled through a single 
infrastructure management solution. 

HPE GreenLake gives you the performance 
you need to support compute-intensive 
workloads, with a balance of performance, 
expansion and manageability. The 
pay-per-use model for on-premises compute 
assets enables you to align IT spend with 
actual usage. Eliminate the cost, complexity 
and risk of over-provisioning that comes with 
traditional hardware performance. 

Rack-optimized portfolio of the world’s 
most secure industry-standard 
servers, an agile infrastructure that 
enables software-defined intelligence. 



Introducing a new extension of the ProLiant portfolio: the new HPE ProLiant DL325 
Gen10. This single-socket AMD EPYC-based server provides an exceptional balance
of processor, memory and I/O for virtualization and data-intensive workloads.

Bring simplified, AI-driven operations to
your hybrid cloud with HPE InfoSight on
HPE ProLiant, Apollo and Synergy servers.
Get global visibility into detailed system, 
performance and capacity-utilization 
information as well as predictive
data analytics. 

Stretch your operating dollars further while 
running a reliable, fast and secure foundation 
for on-premise and hybrid cloud workloads. 
HPE ProLiant DL160 and DL180 Gen 10 servers 
are competitively priced without sacrificing 
ProLiant standard and the DL20 Gen10 server is 
the most compact and versatile 1U/1P server 
for space constrained areas. 

Leverage the high core count and memory 
capacity of the AMD EPYC processor to deliver
a new formula for server vistualization. HPE 
introduces the HPE ProLiant DL385 Gen10 
server based on the AMD EPYC processor.

HPE GreenLake is an IT-as-a-service offering 
that brings the cloud experience to your 
infrastructure and unifies your edges, 
clouds and data centers. Rapidly deploy 
services, gain cost and compliance insights 
and simplify management. 

What’s New
with RACKS

SERVERS



HPE InfoSight for servers delivers global insights into the status and health of your 
infrastructure to predict and prevent problems, all in one location. Helping you spend 
more time improving your business and less time reacting to unexpected issues. 

HPE Small Business Solutions are equipped to meet the needs of small businesses for a 
variety of company sizes and use cases. They are complete solutions and workload 
optimized. Use the HPE Solutions Wizard to find the solutions and configurations right for 
your business providing the foundational on-premise component for the Hybrid Cloud. 

Rapid Setup, a feature within HPE intelligent Provisioning makes every server setup 
faster by 33% and with less errors – making every new server deployment successful. 

What’s New
for TOWER 

SERVERS


